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This paper reviews the status of sales, marketing and customer service 
processes. It outlines how business processes or other disciplines are not 
necessarily appropriate to marketing. Asserts that there will continue to 
be greater emphasis to integrate company resource planning and sales 
and marketing systems and that sales and marketing departments which 
develop “best practice” sales process will be in a better position to 
exploit new technology. This means that traditional “back office” and 
“front office” processes should be integrated to provide the overall 
supply chain management system. 
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In time, company resource planning software has established itself at 

the centre of many organizations. These systems control virtually every 
aspect of an organization's supply chain. However, these systems have 
focused on the “back-office” – i.e. all those areas in the supply chain that 
were not customer facing (e.g. purchasing, payroll, warehousing etc.). Firms 
with established “back-office” systems and the back office system vendors 
themselves are looking to apply these same systems to the customer facing 
“front-office” parts of their business. Front office in this case means sales 
marketing and customer service. However, using the same system in the 
“front office” and “back office” has implications for both end-users and the 
vendor community.  

Sales, marketing and customer service processes theoretically have 
similarities with other business processes, and may be described in the same 
way as other business processes, using standard process mapping 
techniques. However, these business disciplines still contain a large degree 
of “magic”, and an acceptance that the result is everything – the method of 
achieving the result (i.e. the process) is of minimal importance. Therefore, 
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modeling these business processes, as part of a company resource planning 
project, becomes a difficult task. 

An added complication is the fact that few sales and marketing 
practitioners have defined their business processes. Therefore, in the 
majority of company resource planning projects, it is the first time that the 
end users have had to think in process terms – a task with which they are not 
familiar. However, for just over a decade the market for discrete computer-
based sales marketing and customer service systems has grown 
considerably. By discrete, we mean systems not connected interactively 
with the back office system. At issue now is the pressure to move core back 
office systems towards the  “front office”, and remove the discrete nature of 
these “front office” systems (i.e. include the  “front office” as a normal part 
of an company resource planning project). In addition, what impact would 
this have on the established sales, marketing and customer service market? 
And what new skills might established company resource planning vendors 
need to acquire? Recent couplings between big companies in the field ca be 
an answer. These couplings demonstrate the perceived market attractiveness 
of the fully integrated solution. Today, organizations with major company 
resource planning systems have a wider choice than ever for their sales 
marketing and customer service modules. The first decision, however, is 
whether to select modules and services from their company resource 
planning vendor – or from dedicated sales and marketing system vendors*. 

 
The focus of company resource planning is now expanding to 

include sales force automation, advanced planning and scheduling, customer 
information management, and technology-enabled relationship 
management.  

 
What impact does the fully integrated solution have on the sales and 

marketing department? The impact is influenced by the history of system 
use in sales and marketing departments. For years, sales and marketing 
departments managed with their own “systems” – often little more than 
spreadsheets and unintegrated databases. Not much by today’s company 
resource planning standards, but frequently sufficient to meet the needs of 
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these unintegrated and (for a time) undemanding users. However, with the 
first generation offerings from the sales and marketing systems market the 
situation has changed. These first generation sales and marketing systems 
were relatively straightforward. They processed sales leads, recorded sales 
activity, and began to enable sales and marketing to keep common files on 
their customers and prospects. 

As these early systems progressed, they required salespeople who 
felt they “owned” contacts to share these contacts with their colleagues. At 
the same time, they had to adhere to system procedures to make sure 
everything worked as intended. This was in contrast to the preceding state, 
where “sales anarchy” reigned. In this state, anything went as long as the 
orders were coming in.    

As the sales and marketing system market progressed and became 
more sophisticated, users began to share an increasing amount of data. In 
doing so, they had to accept ever - increasing openness and transparency in 
their activity. In return for such openness and transparency, users received 
systems that were even more sophisticated. Users began to realize the 
benefit of access to data and demanded sight of data and applications 
normally only available to those with access to the company resource 
planning system. Sales and marketing users wanted access to sales data. 
They wanted access to customer service data, stock information, accounts, 
and to the developing product configurators used in order processing – to 
name just a few applications*. 

At this stage, it is clear to see where the supply chain, more 
commonly associated with back office functions, bears striking resemblance 
to the needs of front office users. Therefore the validity of the company 
resource planning vendors’ strategy becomes clear – and the fully integrated 
company solution can become a reality for the majority, rather than the 
pioneering few. To make company-wide systems work means that sales and 
marketing must learn the discipline of “process”, and the importance of 
sharing their domain with other departments. For some, this discipline of 
“process” is the largest challenge. 

 
They had to define their business process, so they could instruct the 

technologists in how to configure the software, taking the opportunity to 
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reengineer the business process, at the same time. Doing this probably had 
as much impact as the new technology. 

On sales and marketing processes, company resource planning 
practitioners often say to sales and marketing departments – what is the fuss, 
you run a part of the business, why can’t you describe your business 
process? If you do this, then we’ll give you a “business system”. 

While this sounds simple in theory, it can be difficult in practice. 
Unlike other parts of the business, sales and marketing rarely have 
documented processes. There is no established “best practice” process and 
little history of process thinking. In any case, these departments argue that 
their side of the business changes so frequently, it is difficult to document 
what goes on. 

In some areas of business people are used to change. However, even 
they reel at the pace of development and implementation they must achieve 
to meet the needs of the business to hit there venue targets. In quoting 
“constant change” as a problem, sales and marketing have a point. 

In lengthy implementations, it is frequently the case that by the time 
the system is ready for use, the business process has changed.  

However, since “process” is essential, combined company resource 
planning/Sales and marketing system vendors have a frustrating battle on 
their hands. To win this “sales process” battle they must get sales and 
marketing personnel to adapt and think in process terms*. 

All organizations are in business to sell products or services to their 
customers. Creating a customer-centric selling process is thus a logical 
growth strategy. Organizations that reengineer to enhance customer 
interaction realize consistent gains in market share, and thus enjoy longer-
term success†. 

Vendors and industry watchers unite in their desire to encourage 
process thinking in sales marketing and customer service areas. 

The companies must have a strong sense of process to take real 
advantage of any computerized system. With an understanding of the 
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business process, they can begin to exploit functionality and apply industry 
sector knowledge.      

What we can conclude from the story so far is that: 
1. There will continue to be greater emphasis by the major players to 

integrate company resource planning and sales and marketing 
systems. This integration will set the pace for the final shake-out in 
the discrete sales and marketing systems market; and 

2. Sales and marketing departments that develop “best practice” sales 
processes will be in a better position to exploit new technology. 
They are also likely to have the added benefits of increased market 
share and productivity gains. 

            What does this mean for supply chain management practitioners? On 
the one hand, for those involved traditionally in “back office” processes it 
means they must now consider the “front office” as part of the overall 
supply chain management. From an operationally perspective, this may 
mean acquiring or developing new skills. From a strategic perspective, it 
may mean forming partnerships /alliances with established front office 
systems vendors and/or process consultancies. Such a strategy may be 
essential where the supply chain practitioner lacks either skill or systems in 
front office work.  

On the other hand, the supply change manager may decide that 
“front office” is best left to the established market. In which case the 
alternative approach is to consider how effective the use of middle ware 
may be in these applications. However, our view is that in practice 
middleware is nothing but an interim solution, which will simply delay the 
point at which back and front office become one, from the same vendor. 
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